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          Summary of the dissertation 

 

 

Type 1 diabetes (T1D) is a chronic autoimmune disease leading to ablation 

of pancreatic beta cells and insulin deficiency. In the absence of a genuine 

cure, the patients depend on lifelong insulin replacement therapy to delay 

the onset chronic complications. The global incidence is rising annually, 

calling for prevention strategies aiming to impede the destruction of beta-

cells or restore functional beta cell mass. In this context, we focussed on the 

role of genetic markers to predict clinical outcome  at various stages of T1D.  

Given the strong inter-individual disease heterogeneity, current prediction 

models for T1D, based on HLA class II haplotypes and autoantibodies,  need 

to be further refined. Several reports have associated the HLA class I alleles 

A*24, B*18 and/or B*39 with increased disease risk as well. However, their 

impact on the various asymptomatic stages of T1D, is less well documented. 

In a large cohort of islet autoantibody positive relatives of T1D patients 

followed for up to 20 years we showed that unlike HLA class II risk 

haplotypes, A*24 and B*18 accelerated progression to clinical onset from 

the stage of multiple autoantibody positivity on. 

Next, we investigated whether these HLA class I alleles could also help 

predict graft outcome after islet cell allotransplantation in long-standing T1D 

patients. Retrospective analysis of data from a hospital-based patient cohort 

showed that A*24 carriership hampers achievement of insulin independence. 

However, less than half of those who failed to achieve this endpoint, carried 

the allele. We subsequently identified presence of the T allele at rs13266634 

of the SLC30A8 gene and high BMI as additional recipient factors associated 

with poor functional outcome. These findings may assist in the planing and 

interpretation of new intervention trials. 
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